
CHOITHRAM SCHOOLNORTH CAMPUS 

LESSON PLAN 

SUBJECT – EVS 

      TOPIC-L-17 LIVING & NON-LIVING THINGS 

CLASS III 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION- The lesson gives information about natural and man-made 

things. The differences between living and non-living things on the basis of specific 

characteristics like breathing, reproduction, movement, etc. 

 

OBJECTIVES:           

            

I- Specific Objectives- 

To enable the students  

SP 1: to make them aware of natural and man-made things around them. (K) 

SP 2: understand the differences between living and non-living things. (U) 

SP 3:  to understand the specific characteristics of living things. (U) 

SP 4: to differentiate between young ones and adult one of plants and animals on the basis of 

changes occurred due to growing age. (AP) 

 

II -Behavioural Objectives  

To enable the students to-  

BO1: to identify the natural and man-made things around them. (AP)  

BO2: to observe and explain the changes brought by growing age in them, animals and plants. 

(AP)  

 

PROCESS /ACTIVITIES 

ACT 1: Students will bring two photographs of themselves. First one, when they were baby and 

second one will be the recent photograph. Then students will note down and share the changes 

that have taken place with growing age. (AP) 

ACT 2: Class will be divided into 4 groups of five to six students; 2 groups will have the 

students those who have pet animals at their homes & the other 2 groups will observe the 

different animals in their surroundings. Teachers will ask them to observe and compare the 

pictures of young ones & adult ones. Each group will be given five minutes to explain and 

discuss their observation. (AP) 

 

ASSESSMENT:  

A 1 Worksheet, Pen-paper test 

DIGITAL CONTENT TO BE USED:  

https://youtu.be/saL8acHZJ8Q 

 

       

https://youtu.be/saL8acHZJ8Q


 

 

EXPECTED LEARNING OUTCOMES: 

 

Students will be able to: 

     1.  know about the differences between natural and man-made things. 

2. understand about the different specific characteristics of living things and non-living 

things. 

     3. Observe and differentiate between the young ones and the adult ones on the basis of 

changes that have occurred due to growing age. 
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